AN889: Silicon Labs Connect
Quick Start Guide
The Silicon Labs Connect Stack supports many combinations of radio modulation, frequency and data rates--with more combinations available in the future. The implementation provides support for sleepy end-nodes, coordinators and routers, and includes capabilities necessary to facilitate regulatory compliance, such as Listen Before Talk (LBT)
protocols. The stack includes all MAC layer functions such as scanning and joining, setting up of a point-to-point or star network, device types such as end nodes, routers or
coordinators, radio configuration, frequency hopping required for regulatory compliance
in each geographical region and PHY configuration for each of these regions, With all
this functionality already implemented in the stack, the user can focus just on their end
application development and not worry about the lower level radio and network details.
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KEY FEATURES

• Simplified configuration and development
of sub-GHz stack
• All network tasks are encapsulated in stack
(Libraries)
• Stack binary determined by Stack
Configuration GUI
• Application code becomes completely
portable – recompile for different region,
different MCUs, different radios
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1. Getting Started
This document only covers the Silicon Labs Connect Stack and should be used in conjunction with the AN888: EZR32 Simple TRX
Application Quick Start Guide.
Software Dependencies
• Silicon Labs Connect Stack
• The Silicon Labs Connect Stack must be installed separately from Simplicity Studio.
• IAR Embedded Workbench for ARM 7.30 or later
• The Connect Stack depends upon IAR as a compiler.
• You can download a trial of IAR EWARM 7.30 from the IAR website and use it with a 30 day trial: http://www.iar.com/Products/
IAR-Embedded-Workbench/ARM/
Installing All Required Software
Install all of the above listed software. All of the EZR32 development kit software and prerequisite software must be installed on your
machine for the development kit software to work correctly. The order in which the software is installed is not important, but you will
want to make sure that you have it all installed before you launch Simplicity Studio and begin working on your first project.
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2. The Silicon Labs Connect Stack
Using the Connect Stack with Simplicity Studio
Assuming you have installed the Connect stack onto your machine. You now need to tell Simplicity Studio where it is located so that
you can begin creating your own applications based on the Connect Stack.
In order to configure Simplicity Studio, click on the [gear] icon on the top right-hand corner of the screen. This will open the preferences
dialog window.
In the preferences dialog window, select the [Network Applications] option on the left-hand side of the dialog. This opens the Preferences for the Application Builder to allow you to configure Simplicity Studio so that it knows where you have your Connect stack installed.

Figure 2.1. Network Applications Preferences
In the Preferences Dialog click on the [Add…] button on the right-hand side of the dialog and navigate to the location where you have
installed the Connect Stack.
Simplicity Studio will load the Connect stack into preferences so that new applications can be built on top of it using Simplicity Studio’s
Application Builder.
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Figure 2.2. Add Connect Stack to Network Application Preferences
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Creating a New Application Using the Connect Stack
The Connect stack includes several sample applications that can be used as the foundation for your application development. To create
a new application based on a bundled sample, in Simplicity Studio’s Application Builder go to [File > New > Project > Silicon Labs
AppBuilder Project…]
In the Applications and Stacks window, select [Silicon Labs Connect Framework ]and then click [Next].

Figure 2.3. Application Stacks Window
In the Select Sample Application dialog, deselect [Start with blank application], select your chosen sample application and click
[Next]
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Figure 2.4. Select Sample Application
In the Project Information dialog, select the location for your sample and give the sample a new name.

Figure 2.5. Project Information Window
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Once you have selected a location and a name for your sample application, you have the option of clicking on [Finish] button, or you
can continue and choose the platform for your application. By default Simplicity Studio will load with the platform of your connected
starter kit. But you may select the platform for your sample application.

Figure 2.6. Project Setup Window
Note: You must have a [Toolchain] and [Build target] selected and configured for the Finish button to enable. If you do not see the
Finish button enabled, check your Toolchains and Build targets by clicking on the links at the bottom of the dialog.
Clicking on the [Finish] button will launch an AppBuilder tab that you can use to configure and generate your Silicon Labs Connectbased sample application.
Select your [MCU] and [Radio] from the Architecture drop downs.
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Figure 2.7. Application Builder Tab
Be sure to select your chosen module card from the Board Type List in the General Configuration Tab. This will ensure that the generated PHY configuration is optimized for your radio board.
Once you have configured the Simplicity Studio AppBuilder interface for your specific configuration, you are ready to generate your
application. In order to do this simply click the [Generate] button and the sample will be generated into your selected directory.
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Figure 2.8. Application Generation Complete

Building and Loading the Connect Stack
For more information on how to build and load the Connect stack please refer to the EZR32 Quick Start Guide.
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3. Interacting with Connect-Based Sample Application
Using the Console and Command Line Interface (CLI)
You can interact with your loaded sample application through Simplicity Studio’s Console interface.
Right-click on your adapter in the Adapter’s View and choose Connect and then Launch Console.

Figure 3.1. Launch Console
This will launch the console interface to your devices that you can use to form a network and send data.
Each sample application includes information on the basic use of the Command Line Interface in the Sample Application Description
displayed on the General Tab of your .isc file in the AppBuilder perspective in Simplicity Studio.
Please refer to this documentation for more information on how to run the sample application you have chosen.
Every Silicon Labs Connect sample application includes documentation on how to use the CLI in the Information Configuration Description.
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Figure 3.2. CLI Information Configuration Description
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Simpilcity Studio
One-click access to MCU tools,
documentation, software, source
code libraries & more. Available
for Windows, Mac and Linux!
www.silabs.com/simplicity

MCU Portfolio
www.silabs.com/mcu

SW/HW

www.silabs.com/simplicity

Quality

www.silabs.com/quality

Support and Community
community.silabs.com

Disclaimer
Silicon Laboratories intends to provide customers with the latest, accurate, and in-depth documentation of all peripherals and modules available for system and software implementers
using or intending to use the Silicon Laboratories products. Characterization data, available modules and peripherals, memory sizes and memory addresses refer to each specific
device, and "Typical" parameters provided can and do vary in different applications. Application examples described herein are for illustrative purposes only. Silicon Laboratories
reserves the right to make changes without further notice and limitation to product information, specifications, and descriptions herein, and does not give warranties as to the accuracy
or completeness of the included information. Silicon Laboratories shall have no liability for the consequences of use of the information supplied herein. This document does not imply
or express copyright licenses granted hereunder to design or fabricate any integrated circuits. The products must not be used within any Life Support System without the specific
written consent of Silicon Laboratories. A "Life Support System" is any product or system intended to support or sustain life and/or health, which, if it fails, can be reasonably expected
to result in significant personal injury or death. Silicon Laboratories products are generally not intended for military applications. Silicon Laboratories products shall under no
circumstances be used in weapons of mass destruction including (but not limited to) nuclear, biological or chemical weapons, or missiles capable of delivering such weapons.
Trademark Information
Silicon Laboratories Inc., Silicon Laboratories, Silicon Labs, SiLabs and the Silicon Labs logo, CMEMS®, EFM, EFM32, EFR, Energy Micro, Energy Micro logo and combinations
thereof, "the world’s most energy friendly microcontrollers", Ember®, EZLink®, EZMac®, EZRadio®, EZRadioPRO®, DSPLL®, ISOmodem ®, Precision32®, ProSLIC®, SiPHY®,
USBXpress® and others are trademarks or registered trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. ARM, CORTEX, Cortex-M3 and THUMB are trademarks or registered trademarks of
ARM Holdings. Keil is a registered trademark of ARM Limited. All other products or brand names mentioned herein are trademarks of their respective holders.
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